Jla Earth 2 Deluxe Edition English Edition
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this jla
earth 2 deluxe edition english edition by online. You might not require more
times to spend to go to the ebook opening as well as search for them. In some
cases, you likewise get not discover the proclamation jla earth 2 deluxe
edition english edition that you are looking for. It will no question squander
the time.
However below, with you visit this web page, it will be for that reason utterly
easy to acquire as with ease as download guide jla earth 2 deluxe edition
english edition
It will not take on many grow old as we notify before. You can do it while
feint something else at house and even in your workplace. appropriately easy!
So, are you question? Just exercise just what we present below as skillfully as
evaluation jla earth 2 deluxe edition english edition what you in imitation of
to read!

DC Darwyn Cooke 2019 "Superman created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, by
special arrangement with the Jerry Siegel family."
Justice League Christopher Priest 2019 Eisner Award-nominated writer
Christopher Priest (Deathstroke) is joined by artist Pete Woods as they kick
off the next chapter of one of DC's flagship series in Justice League: The
Rebirth Deluxe Book 4! Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, Cyborg, Aquaman. The
Flash, and two Green Lanterns form the Justice League. An elite super team set
to tackle any threat too big for one superhero alone, but when a new threat
comes from an unexpected place, will the Justice League be able to save the
day? The League is confronted by three concurrent threats, a sleep-deprived
Batman makes a crucial error that causes an unthinkable--and potentially
unforgivable--tragedy. As if that wasn't enough, the combined Justice League
and Justice League of America teams clash over leadership while the Green
Lanterns face making critical choices that will affect their teams forever!
Collects Justice League #34-43
Justice League of America Grant Morrison 2009 The Justice League of America,
including superheroes Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, and Aquaman, face a
menace from space that is controlling people through their dreams and battle
other enemies.
The DC Comics Encyclopedia New Edition Matthew K. Manning 2021-07-06 The
definitive guide to the characters of the DC Multiverse and a vital addition to
every comic book fan's bookshelf. Iconic Super Heroes Batman, Superman, Wonder
Woman, Aquaman, and The Flash have been transformed in recent years, along with
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many other DC characters. This new edition of the most comprehensive A-Z guide
to DC's pantheon of Super Heroes and Super-Villains includes the latest earthshaking developments in the DC Multiverse, with profiles of more than 1,200
characters. Created in full collaboration with DC, the encyclopedia features
characters and art from every key crossover event, including Dark Nights: Metal
and its sequel Dark Nights: Death Metal. With a foreword by DC legend Jim Lee,
a brand-new cover design, and thrilling comic artwork, the fun and excitement
of more than 80 years of comics history explode off every page. Experience the
DC Multiverse like never before with The DC Comics Encyclopedia New Edition.
Copyright ©2021 DC Comics. All DC characters and elements © & TM DC Comics. WB
SHIELD: TM & © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s21)
Batman: Year 100 & Other Tales Deluxe Edition Paul Pope 2015-10-20 Prepare to
see the Dark Knight as you've never seen him before! Batman, a forgotten icon
from the past, is wanted for murder in the future. In the year 2039, a federal
agent has been murdered in Gotham. Now a contingent of Washington's best spooks
are hot on the suspect's trail. Amid the chaos, GCPD's Detective Gordon,
grandson of the former commissioner, launches his own investigation and
discovers that the man they are chasing is a man who shouldn't exist at all.
It's a dark dystopian world devoid of privacy, filled with government
conspiracies, psychic police, holographic caller ID and absolutely no room for
"secret identities." A sci-fi future where everything is known by everyone, yet
there is one bizarre anomaly...the Batman! Visionary writer-artist PAUL POPE
(HEAVY LIQIUD), with JOS VILLARRUBIA (SWEET TOOTH) brings his unique style to
Gotham City and beyond! BATMAN: YEAR 100 AND OTHER TALES includes such stories
as "Batman of Berlin," "Broken Nose" and Teenage Sidekick," along with the
Eisner Award-winning four-issue miniseries BATMAN: YEAR 100 #1-4.
Justice League of America Grant Morrison 2010 The Justice League of America,
including superheroes Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, and Aquaman, face a
menace from space that is controlling people through their dreams and battle
other enemies.
Final Crisis Grant Morrison 2010-06 "What happens when evil wins? That's the
devastating question Superman, Batman, the Justice League and every other super
being in the DC Universe must face when Darkseid and his otherworldly legion of
followers actually win the war between light and dark" -- from publisher's web
site.
Batman Incorporated Vol. 1 Deluxe Grant Morrison 2012-04-17 Grant Morrison
continues his earth-shattering run on the Batman titles with this exciting new
series illustrated by hot artist Yanick Paquette that features the next stage
of evolution of the Dark Knight. Bruce Wayne publicly announces that he is the
financial backer of Batman and establishes a worldwide franchise of Batmen that
will protect the entire globe. This is the beginning of a stunning direction
for the world's greatest detective that will team him with Catwoman, Batwoman
and Batman Inc representatives on international crime fighting missions against
Lord Death Man in Japan, South America and Argentina.
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Jla Allan Heinberg 2017 In the wake of IDENTITY CRISIS, the JLA decides the
time has come to tell Batman that they stole part of his memory. But, the
League is attacked by the Secret Society of Super-Villains-out for vengeance
now that their own memories are restored. As the JLA battles, the Martian
Manhunter confronts Despero-the alien conqueror and the one behind the
villains' memory-restoration. By the time the dust settles, the JLA may have
won the battle but lost the war! A new volume collecting the amazing sequel to
IDENTITY CRISIS from JLA #115-119, written by Geoff Johns (INFINITE CRISIS,
JSA, THE FLASH) and Allan Heinberg (YOUNG AVENGERS) with stunning art by Chris
Batista (LEGION) and Mark Farmer (JUSTICE LEAGUE- THE NAIL)!
Kingdom Come (New Edition) Mark Waid 2011-11-15 The unforgettable, best-selling
miniseries by acclaimed writer Mark Waid and superstar painter Alex Ross
returns, with a sketchbook section, annotations on the series, rare art and
more! Set just after the dawn of the 21st century in a world spinning
inexorably out of control comes this grim tale of youth versus experience,
tradition versus change and what defines a hero. KINGDOM COME is a riveting
story pitting the old guard—Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman and their
peers—against a new, uncompromising generation and ultimately in the final war
against each other to determine nothing less than the future of the planet.
Animal Man by Grant Morrison 30th Anniversary Deluxe Edition Book Two Grant
Morrison 2020-09-08 One of legendary comics writer Grant Morrison's earliest
works took a forgotten, almost laughable DC Comics hero, Animal Man, and
reimagined him in a stunning, postmodern series chronicling his bizarre
adventures as a second-rate superhero struggling with real-life issues and
moral dilemmas. From one of the greatest storytellers of his generation, Grant
Morrison's Animal Man took a forgotten DC Comics character and reimagined him
in a groundbreaking, postmodern series that redefined what was possible in
superhero comics. Buddy Baker, a.k.a. "the Man with Animal Powers," is a
second-rate superhero, devoted father, and animal activist. There isn't much
money in the hero game, and with a wife and kids to support, Buddy soon finds
himself torn between trying to make a living through traditional super-heroics
and getting more deeply involved in the questionably legal world of animal
rights activism. But in today's world with real-life issues, who really needs
Animal Man's protection? Is it humankind or the animals? Or is it Buddy
himself? Collects Animal Man #14-26.
Justice League by Scott Snyder Book One Deluxe Edition Scott Snyder 2019-12-10
The Justice League is reunited in these stories from issues #1-13, Justice
League/Aquaman: Drowned Earth #1 and Aquaman/Justice League: Drowned Earth #1.
First, the League is forced to make an impossible decision...and now it's time
to face the consequences! And then, Hawkgirl takes wing against Lex Luthor;
John Stewart faces off with Sinestro; the Flash must run down Gorilla Grodd;
and Wonder Woman tackles Black Manta and the Cheetah-Underwater!
Justice League: Origin Deluxe Edition Geoff Johns 2020 "In a world where
inexperienced superheroes operate under a cloud of suspicion from the public,
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loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy
Earth as we know it. Faced with a threat far beyond anything he can handle on
his own, the Dark Knight must trust an alien, a Scarlet Speedster, an
accidental teenage hero, a space cop, an Amazon Princess, and an undersea
monarch to help him. Can Batman, Superman, the Flash, Cyborg, Green Lantern,
Wonder Woman, and Aquaman put aside their differences to save the world? Or
will they destroy one another first?"-JLA: Earth 2 Grant Morrison 2012-11-13 They are the world's gravest supervillains: Ultraman, Owlman, Superwoman, Power Ring and Johnny Quickthe
legendary Crime Syndicate of Amerika! Nothing has ever seriously threatened the
global corruption they proudly enforce, but now a twisted mirror image of the
CSA has arrived from the flip side of reality. Can anything stop this so-called
-JUSTICE LEAGUE,î or will the stable, perfect evil of the Earth 2 fall victim
to the tyranny of law, righteousness and freedom?
We3 Grant Morrison 2005-07-01 A powerful tale from the ALL-STAR SUPERMAN team
of Grant Morrison and Frank Quitely. Morrison and Quitely deliver the emotional
journey of WE3three house pets weaponized for lethal combat by the
governmentas they search for -homeî and attempt to ward off the shadowy agency
that created them. With nervous systems amplified to match their terrifying
mechanical exoskeletons, the members of Animal Weapon 3 (WE3) have the
firepower of a battalion between them. But they are just the programÍs
prototypes, and now that their testing is complete, theyÍre slated to be
permanently decommissioned, causing them to seize their one chance to make a
desperate run for freedom. Relentlessly pursued by their makers, the WE3 team
must navigate a frightening and confusing world where their instincts and
heightened abilities make them as much a threat as those hunting them.
Justice League of America by Brad Meltzer: The Deluxe Edition Geoff Johns
2020-07-07 New York Times bestselling novelist Brad Meltzer's entire run on
Justice League of America is collected for the first time! After the darkest
hour in the history of the DC Universe, Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman meet
to choose who will make up the new Justice League of America. Then, the new
team discovers that several members of the Legion of Super-Heroes are in the
present! With the help of the Justice Society of America, Superman and his team
must track down all seven Legionnaires to discover why these heroes have
traveled back in time! Collects Justice League of America (2006) #0-12 and
Justice Society of America (2006) #5-6.
The Nail Alan Davis 1999 When Lex Luthor spearheads a campaign against
parahumans and aliens, his xenophobic rhetoric fans the flame of fear and
suspicion and the Justice League of America are transformed from society's
protectors to its pariahs. As the situation spirals out of control, it could
spell the end of the JLA.
Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3 Bryan Hitch 2018-11-13 The
epic Rebirth-era adventures of the World's Greatest Superheroes continues here,
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as Bryan Hitch delivers JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 3! The
Justice League is dead...or worse. It's 22 years in the future, and Earth is a
wasteland, crushed under the heel of a dread goddess known only as Sovereign.
But the world's greatest heroes have left one thing behind that can save the
world. Their legacy. The children of the Justice League, now heroes in their
own time, must travel back in time to stop Sovereign before she kills their
parents and seizes power. As the original Leaguers process the shock of meeting
grown sons and daughters they didn't know they'd have (in some cases with their
teammates), their offspring search for clues to Sovereign's rise. Continuing
the Rebirth series for the first time in hardcover, Bryan Hitch and a superstar
creative team present Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3.
Collects Justice League #26-33.
Superman - Action Comics: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2 Peter J. Tomasi
2018-02-20 ACTION COMICS: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK TWO collects the next
astonishing chapter in the saga of the Man of Steel, from fan-favorite Superman
writer Dan Jurgens. From the farms of Smallville to the streets of Metropolis,
one look up in the sky is all it takes: Superman has returned to take his
rightful place as the world’s greatest hero. But he’s not the only Man of Steel
in town. Scientific genius Lex Luthor has stepped forward as a self-made
Superman, determined to protect the planet his way—and drawing the attention of
the unstoppable Godslayer, out to punish him for his crimes. Now Superman must
fight to protect his own archnemesis. It’s a move that will set off a chain
reaction of events that will change everything he thought he knew about his
life. Impostors will be unmasked. Old enemies will join forces to seek revenge.
The power of Zod himself will be unleashed. And the Superman Family must fight
like never before… Collects ACTION COMICS #967-984.
Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 1 (Rebirth) Bryan Hitch
2017-07-18 "Comics superstars Bryan Hitch and Tony S. Daniel join a league of
talented artists in JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK ONE!
Exploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event, this
deluxe edition collects the first eleven issues of the acclaimed series and the
Rebirth special that started it, all together in one hardcover volume for the
first time! Superman. Batman. Wonder Woman. The Flash. Cyborg. Green Lantern.
TheyÍre more than just a team of superheroes. TheyÍre the Justice Leagueƒand
theyÍre about to enter a whole new era! The Superman these incredible heroes
once knew is dead, leaving an older, wiser Man of Steel from a vanished
universe to take up the fight against evil. Hal Jordan, the greatest of the
Green Lanterns, has taken to the stars, entrusting his place in the League to
his powerful but untested young prot_g_s, Jessica Cruz and Simon Baz. Now the
Justice League must get used to these new faces and learn to work as a team
once more. But theyÍd better do it fast. TheyÍre about to confront the biggest
threats theyÍve ever faced, from godlike machines capable of converting all
life on Earth into a weapon, to a humble hacker whoÍs ready to hit them where
it hurts mostƒ Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE (Rebirth) #1-11."
JLA Grant Morrison 1999 Meet the Ultramarines - the US military's response to
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the growing threat posed by the JLA. America's elite force of superpowered
marines have been created not just to be the JLA's equal, but to be their
betters, and, ultimately, their executioners.
Justice League the Rebirth 2 Bryan Hitch 2018-04 The next volumes of JUSTICE
LEAGUE as a part of DC Universe Rebirth are collected here in deluxe hardcover!
From masters of the comic book medium Bryan Hitch (JLA) and Tony S. Daniel
(BATMAN) comes a new beginning for the Justice League where they come face to
face with the greatest threats they have ever seen. Hitch continues his run on
JUSTICE LEAGUE Rebirth in this deluxe edition of JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE REBIRTH
DELUXE EDITION BOOK 2. Starring the greatest heroes the world has ever known,
Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, the Flash, Cyborg, Aquaman and the Green
Lanterns work together to save the planet. Whether it's racing across time or
defeating alternative versions of themselves, the World's Greatest Superheroes
must work together to defeat threats larger than themselves. Continuing the
Rebirth series, Bryan Hitch and a superstar creative team present JUSTICE
LEAGUE: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 2. Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE #12-25.
Justice League of America: The Nail: The Complete Deluxe Edition Alan Davis
2017-10-24 In a fascinating alternate reality story of tiny accidents that
cascade into cataclysmic disasters, writer/artist Alan Davis creates a world
that never knew a Superman, and a Justice League that is about to face its
greatest test of might and morality. All because of something as simple as a
nail. Formed by the WorldÕs Greatest Heroes, the Justice League of America
stands tall as the mightiest group of protectors Earth has to offer. Since the
groupÕs founding, one hero above all others has stood as their inspiration,
guiding light and moral center: Superman. Now imagine a world without the Man
of Steel. Welcome to the alternate history of JLA: THE NAIL. Collects JLA: THE
NAIL #1-3 and JLA: ANOTHER NAIL #1-3.
Absolute All-Star Superman Grant Morrison 2010 When Superman battles Solaris,
he finds his invulnerable body pushed beyond its limits and must prepare Earth
for a future without him.
JLA Grant Morrison 1997 When the Justice League of America sets up headquarters
on the moon to protect the Earth, they are surprised to discover the first
threat is from another planet.
All Star Superman Grant Morrison 2011 Superman, dying from solar radiation,
tries to make final preparations that will help humans defend themselves after
his death while continuing to defend humanity from such foes as Lex Luthor.
JLA Vol. 1 Grant Morrison 2011-10-04 Relive the legendary 1990s JLA series,
written by comics mastermind Grant Morrison (FINAL CRISIS) with stunning art by
Howard Porter and others, in this amazing oversized softcover collecting JLA
#1-9 and SECRET FILES AND ORIGINS #1! The action begins as the JLA reunites to
stop the Hyperclan, who have come to Earth posing as a new group of super
heroes. But as their true nature comes to light, only the World's Greatest
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Super Heroes can stop them! Standing side by side, Batman, Superman, Wonder
Woman, Aquaman, The Flash, Green Lantern and the Martian Manhunter take on
alien posers and come to realize that Earth needs a protectorate made up of
only the mightiest icons!
JLA by Grant Morrison Omnibus Grant Morrison 2020-11-17 THEY ARE ALIENS,
DEMIGODS, METAHUMANS, AND MORTALS DRIVEN BY SHEER WILL...THEY ARE THE WORLD'S
GREATEST HEROES...THEY ARE THE JLA. The classic Justice League of America
lineup of Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, the Flash, Green Lantern, Aquaman,
and Martian Manhunter returns, but while the team members may be familiar, the
stakes aren't. This is a dark new era where aliens from another world, evil
masterminds, and even the old gods themselves are waiting to test the JLA's
mettle. Battles will be fought, allies will be gained and lost, and the League
will be pushed to its limits like never before. THE GODS WALK AMONG US. In a
world where superhumans live side-by-side with mortals, the people of Earth can
take comfort that some of these powerful beings are on the side of good.
Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, the Flash, Green Lantern, Aquaman, and Martian
Manhunter are the world's first line of defense against alien invaders and
supernatural entities. Time and again the JLA has rallied to save humankind
from the brink of extinction. These are the adventures that have made them
living legends. The JLA by Grant Morrison Omnibus collects acclaimed writer
GRANT MORRISON's prolific JLA run, accompanied by artists HOWARD PORTER, JOHN
DELL, and PAT GARRAHY. This deluxe volume also includes the groundbreaking JLA:
Earth 2 graphic novel illustrated by FRANK QUITELY, plus bonus material from
the "DC One Million" event and more.
JLA Vol. 4 Grant Morrison 2014-02-04 The World’s Greatest Heroes have faced
countless threats and the deadliest of enemies and have barely come out alive
each time. So what happens when Mageddon — the doomsday weapon of the Old Gods
— attempts to end all of existence…at the same time the JLA’s greatest foes
band together as a brand new Injustice Gang? World War III is upon us and could
be the end of the Justice League…and the world. This volume collects JLA
#32-46.
Crisis On Infinite Earths Marv Wolfman 2012-12-18 This is the story that
changed the DC Universe forever. A mysterious being known as the Anti-Monitor
has begun a crusade across time to bring about the end of all existence. As
alternate Earths are systematically destroyed, the Monitor quicklyassembles a
team of super-heroes from across time and space to battle his counterpart and
stop the destruction. DC's greatest heroes, including Superman, Batman, Wonder
Woman, Green Lantern, and Aquaman, assemble to stop the menace, but as
theywatch both the Flash and Supergirl die in battle, they begin to wonder if
even all of the heroes in the world can stop this destructive force. Collects
CRISIS ON INFINITE EARTHS #1-12.
Identity Crisis (New Edition) Brad Meltzer 2016-02-09 Novelist Brad Meltzer's
#1 New York Times best-selling miniseries that rocked the DC Universe and
influenced new storylines for years to come. When Sue Dibny, wife of the
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Elongated Man, is murdered in her own home, the superhero community is
devastated. They come together in mourning, hold their loved ones closer, and
immediately begin a worldwide search to find her killer. But a handful of
heroes think they already know who murdered Sue Dibny. Years ago, to protect
Sue and others like her from super-villains, Green Arrow, Hawkman, Black
Canary, the Atom and Zatanna crossed a line. Now, their long-buried secret will
break the superhero community apart. Collects IDENTITY CRISIS #1-7
Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2 Bryan Hitch 2018-04-17 The
Rebirth of the Justice League continues as Superman, Wonder Woman, Batman, the
Flash and the newest Green Lanterns go toe-to-toe with such challengers as
Maxwell Lord, the Suicide Squad, hostile alien hives, zombie armies andÑmost
dangerous of allÑbeings with the power to manipulate time itself! Whether they
are repeating the same moments again and again or are flung to far reaches of
history, can even the mighty powers of the Justice League conquer time?
Writer/artist Bryan Hitch (The Authority) and artist Fernando Pasarin (Green
Lantern Corps) take the WorldÕs Greatest Heroes past the fourth dimension in
this deluxe edition, featuring guest stories from Shea Fontana, Dan Abnett, Tom
Derenick, Ian Churchill and more. Collects Justice League #12-25.
JLA Vol. 1 Grant Morrison 2011-10-04 Relive the legendary 1990s JLA series,
written by comics mastermind Grant Morrison (FINAL CRISIS) with stunning art by
Howard Porter and others, in this amazing oversized softcover collecting JLA
#1-9 and SECRET FILES AND ORIGINS #1! The action begins as the JLA reunites to
stop the Hyperclan, who have come to Earth posing as a new group of super
heroes. But as their true nature comes to light, only the World's Greatest
Super Heroes can stop them! Standing side by side, Batman, Superman, Wonder
Woman, Aquaman, The Flash, Green Lantern and the Martian Manhunter take on
alien posers and come to realize that Earth needs a protectorate made up of
only the mightiest icons!
Justice League by Scott Snyder Book Two Deluxe Edition Scott Snyder 2020-12-01
Scott Snyder reunites the World’s Greatest Heroes for epic journeys to
“Hawkworld” and “The Sixth Dimension” in the second deluxe edition hardcover of
the superstar writer’s Justice League run! Martian Manhunter, John Stewart, and
Hawkgirl take a trip to Thanagar-Prime, as J’onn looks to tap into the ancient
Martian mental database, Green Lantern struggles while practicing his new UV
powers, and Kendra searches for answers about her connection to the Totality.
Then, the Justice League has the map to the Sixth Dimension in hand-the key to
saving the Multiverse from utter destruction! But with Superman trapped on a
world with no light and hundreds of dead Supermen, Lex Luthor’s Legion of Doom
is poised for victory. The final form of Perpetua takes shape, and the DCU will
never be the same again! Collects Justice League #14-25 and Annual #1.
DC: The New Frontier (DC Black Label Edition) Darwyn Cooke 2019-02-19 Darwyn
CookeÕs acclaimed epic is back in a new title collecting the 6-issue miniseries
plus JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE NEW FRONTIER SPECIAL #1! When Cold War paranoia
outlawed the heroes of the Golden Age, stalwarts such as Batman, Superman and
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Wonder Woman continued to fight for truth and justice. But as the world hurtled
toward an uncertain future, a new breed of hero would define the American Way!
JLA Earth 2, the Deluxe Edition Grant Morrison 2013 The JLA is transported to a
mirror version of Earth where everything is opposite and ruled by cruel
versions of themselves.
JLA Vol. 2 Grant Morrison 2012-07-17 Comics legend Grant Morrison (ALL STAR
SUPERMAN, FINAL CRISIS) delivers his unique take on the adventures of the
World's Greatest Super-Heroes! This volume features a cosmic adventure on a
grand scale as the Justice League faces off against Lex Luthor's newly
assembled Injustice Gang while the fate of the Earth itself hangs in the
balance. Plus, the heroes must race through time to stop a threat to all
eternity: the evil god Darkseid. This volume collects JLA 10-17, Prometheus
(Villains) #1, JLA/WildC.A.T.s #1, and JLA Secret Files #2.
DC One Million Grant Morrison 1999 It's the JLA's greatest challenge; a timespanning, universe-rocking, city-nuking mayhem-fest that features just about
every hero in the DC Universe. It's DC: One Million, the latest, greatest
'event' storyline in the grand tradition of DC versus Marvel. industry present
a saga that is truly epic in every sense of the word. journeyed back through
time to invite their predecessors to witness an incredible event. But the
planned celebrations are put on hold when the JLA find themselves stranded in
the future, at the mercy of Solaris the tyrant sun and their old enemy, the
immortal Vandal Savage... superhero comics, think again
Jla Grant Morrison 2011-11-01 When a group of alien superheroes arrives on
Earth, people are overjoyed, but the JLA are cautious - rightly, as it turns
out to be the first wave of an alien invasion nobody could have expected!
Justice League of America: The Last Survivors of Earth! Dennis O'Neil
2019-08-20 The Justice League of America welcomed the start of the 1970s with
these tales from issues #77-84, #86-92, #94 and #95! In these stories that
reflected the social issues of the day, the World’s Greatest Heroes are
betrayed by Snapper Carr, who’s being manipulated by The Joker. Plus, the
Vigilante comes out of retirement to help the team learn the truth behind a
pollution-blasting factory; the team faces a Thanagarian arch-villain; the Red
Tornado fights for his freedom; the survivors of a sunken continent that
abandoned Earth return to wipe out humanity and much more!
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